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Brahmins’ style Kerala Sambar 

 
Sambar is a preparation Keralites usually love to have with rice and idly. 

This delicious and tasty curry is in a semi liquid format gives everyone a mouth-watering taste. 

This preparation is for an approximate quantity of 1.5L sambar, or sufficient for 3 people for one 
meal 

Ingredients: 

1. Tur Dal     - 1Cup 
2. Coconut oil    - 3 Tsp 
3. Coconut     -1/2 cup grated 
4. Red chilli Dry    - 4-5 as per your taste 
5. Coriander seeds   - 5 Tsp 
6. Fenugreek seeds    -1/4 Tsp 
7. Urad dal white split   - 2 Tsp 
8. Bengal gram dal    - 3 Tsp 
9. Tamarind paste    - 3 Tsp 
10. Asafoetida powder (Hing)  - 2 pinch 
11. Salt     - 2 Tsp 
12. Mustard seeds    - ¼ Tsp 
13. Curry leaves    - 2 strings 
14. Coriander leaves   - 3 branches 
15. Organic Sambar Mix (Kerala style) - 500gms 
16. Tomatoes    - 2Pc 
17. Sambar onions    - 5-6 pods 
18. Turmeric Powder   - 1Tsp 

This Mix contains Vegetables, which are diced according to the traditional style that suits the recipe. 

Preparation: 

Step-1 

Pressure-cook Tur Dal for 3-4 whistles 
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Step-2 

Warm two spoons of coconut oil in a pan 

Step-3 

Paste/Gravy preparation - 

 Roast ingredients 4 to 8 in the pan until light brown. 

Add grated coconut and allow it to blend with masalas. 

Allow the masala to come down to room temperature. 

Step-4 

Grind the step-3 ingredients in a mixer to form a smooth paste. 

Step-5 

Take a pot with thicker bottom to boil the Mix 

Add ingredients 15, 16, 17 with 1.5 times water of the portion of vegetables with 18 & 11 (as per 
taste). 

Step-6 

Once Vegetables becomes medium cooked add Ingredient 9 and 10 

Allow it to boil for 3 minutes 

Step-7 

Reduce the flame to low and add paste, which you prepared in Step-4 to the vegetables. 

Boil it for next 5 minutes. 

Add ingredient 13, 14 

Step-8 

Add ingredient 10 

Check salt to suit your taste 

Switch OFF the flame. 

Step-9 

Tempering  

Heat one spoon coconut oil in a small pot, add mustard seeds and allow it to pop, 

Add few dry red chilies. 

Pour the tempering in to the sambar. 

Enjoy the delicious Sambar with Hot Rice. 


